Introduction
First we might make some introductory remarks about the context of John XIV 8ff. Usually one considers as such the textual unit running from XIII 31 -XIV 31 and commonly referred to as the first of Jesus' so-called Farewell Discourses, which as a whole occupy chapters XIII 31 -XVII. At least for the first of these, to which for the present purpose we may as well limit ourselves, this designation seems particularly well chosen. For in it even at first sight all kinds of features appear which have more than once been demonstrated to be typical of the Farewell Discourse or Testament as known mainly from Jewish-hellenistic and early christian literature. 1 Jesus is portrayed as a teacher of wisdom, in fact as personified wisdom itself which after its disappearance, according to a much quoted saying,2 people will search for in vain. Indeed Jesus by addressing his pupils with the characteristic tEKViu (XIII 33 3 ) is announcing his departure in the near future. As inheritance to the circle of his friends 4 he leaves behind a "new commandment" 5 of which the main purport is mutual love (XIII 34 6 ). So far everything indeed seems to point to the literary form of a Farewell Discourse in which certain concepts of the Jewish-heHenistic wisdom tradition are reflected. At XIII 36, however, there appears to be something of a rupture. Before being able to add some more remarks on the newly introduced theme of the "new commandment", Jesus is interrupted by one of his disciples who asks him where he will go. This interruption again leads to a kind of dialogue in which two other disciples take part Missoula, Montana 1974, pp. 410-412) . This subject I intend to discuss on a future occasion.
3 As can easily be inferred from O.T.-books like Provo and Sir. it was customary for teachers of wisdom to address their pupils as "sons" or "children". 4 It is interesting to observe that in the Farewell Discourses Jesus designates his disciples not only as his "children", but also as his "friends" . That this latter expression has to be taken in the sense of the Greco-Roman idea of friendship is shown by the fact that it appears especially in connection with Jesus' death (XV 13; cf. XIII I and, of course, X II and I John III 16). For to sacrifice one's life for his friends was generally considered to be the highest possible demonstration of friendship. Cf. the collection of materials by G. Stiihlin, Th WNT IX, p. 151.
5 Cf. a characteristic passage like Test. Ben). X 4f., where Benjamin qualifies the divine commandments which he hands over to his sons as their "only inheritance", which they have in their turn to transmit to their children d~ KU'tUcrXEalV UlffiVIOV.
6 For some parallels see E. Stauffer, Theologie (cf. n. I), p. 328.
